Because of recent advances of hyperspectral imaging technology with hundreds of spectral bands being used for data acquisition, how to handle enormous data volumes using effective and efficient means is an important issue. This book is the result of my recent research work on design and development of algorithms for real-time processing of hyperspectral imagery. Its main theme is primarily focused on real-time processing, which has received considerable interest in recent years. In particular, it introduces a new concept, to be called Progressive HyperSpectral Imaging (PHSI), which has never been explored before. More specifically, it considers sample-wise PHSI which processes hyperspectral data sample by sample in a progressive manner with full bands of each data sample vector being processed. With PHSI, various operating forms of processing data can be interpreted under this umbrella—for example, on-board processing, on-line processing, sequential processing, iterative processing, causal processing, real-time processing, etc.

This book addresses applications of real-time PHSI to passive target detection where endmember finding and anomaly detection are of major interest. It can be considered as a new addition to my other two books, Hyperspectral imaging (Chang 2003) and Hyperspectral data processing (Chang 2013) as well as a new forthcoming book on Recursive hyperspectral sample and band processing (Chang 2016). It supplements material not covered in these books. It can therefore be best utilized in conjunction with these three books to give a better and more comprehensive treatment of hyperspectral imaging. However, to make individual chapters as self-contained as possible, some narratives in each chapter may be repeated over again. Image data sets used for experiments will also be reiterated in each chapter. I believe that this helps readers save time and avoids the need for them to refer back and forth between chapters. However, those who are already familiar with these descriptions and image data sets can skip these parts and go directly to where they wish to read.
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As with my previous books, this book could not be produced without tremendous contributions from many people who deserve my sincere gratitude and deepest appreciation. They are my former Ph.D. students, Drs. Hsian-Min Chen (陳享民), Shih-Yu Chen (陳士煜), Mingkai Hsueh (薛名凱), Keng-Hao Liu (劉耿豪), Weimin Liu (劉偉名), Drew Paylor, Robert Schultz, Chao-Cheng Wu (吳昭正), Wei Xiong (熊偉), and my current Ph.D. students, Cheng Gao (高成), Marissa Hobbs, Hsiao-Chi Li (李曉祺), Li-Chien Lee (李立謙), Yao Li (李堯) plus four visiting scholars from China, Professor Chunhong Liu (劉春紅) from China Agriculture University, Professor Liaoying Zhao (趙遼英) from Hangzhou Dianzi University, Professor Meiping Song (宋梅萍) from Dalian Maritime University, Professor Lin Wang (王琳) from Xidian University and one visiting Ph.D. student, Dr. Yulei Wang (王玉磊) from Harbin Engineering University, China. In addition, my appreciation is also extended to my colleagues, Professor Pau-Choo Chung (詹寶珠) with the Department of Electrical Engineering, National Cheng Kung University, Professor Yen-Chieh Ouyang (歐陽彥杰) with the Department of Electrical Engineering, National Chung Hsing University, Professor Chinsu Lin (林金樹) with the Department of Forestry and Natural Resources at National Chiayi University, Professor Chia-Hsien Wen (溫嘉憲) with Providence University, Dr. Ching-Wen Yang (楊晴雯) who is the Director of Computer Center, Taichung Veterans General Hospital and Ching-Tsong Tsai (蔡清儀) with Tunghai University. Specifically, I would particularly like to thank my former Ph.D. student, Professor Chao-Cheng Wu for carrying out most of experiments presented in Chaps. 6–12, Professor Shih-Yu Chen for doing experiments in Chaps. 3, 7, 11, and 13, and Dr. Yulei Wang for experiments performed in Chaps. 5, 16, and 18. This book could not be completed without their involvement.
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